PRIVACY POLICY

This Cookies Policy is complementary to the Website's Privacy Policy.
For the purpose of facilitating the browsing of the Website, RESTALIA GRUPO DE EURORESTAURACIÓN,
S.L. (hereinafter, “RESTALIA”), with registered address at Avenida de Europa nº 19, Edificio 2, Planta
3ª, Oficinas A, B y C, 28224 Pozuelo de Alarcón (Madrid). NIF: B-21390315, email:
protecciondedatos@gruporestalia.com and registered with the Business Registry of Madrid, Volume:
24223, Folio [184], Sheet [M-435.319], Entry [2], informs you that this Website uses cookies and other
files of a similar purpose (hereinafter, “Cookies”).
What are Cookies?
Cookies are files that contain small quantities of information downloaded to user's device when they
visit a website. Their main purpose is to recognise the user each time they access the Website allowing
for improved quality and better use of the Website.
Cookies are essential for the functioning of the internet as, among other functions, they help identify
and resolve potential errors in the functioning of the Website.
Use of Cookies on the part of RESTALIA
Accessing the Website constitutes the express acceptance of the use of Cookies detailed in this
Policy in those devices used for such access. If Cookies are deactivated, the experience of browsing
the Website may not be optimum and some of the features offered by the website may not operate
correctly.
Specifically, RESTALIA uses Cookies for the identification of those users who accept the use of cookies
by the Website and allow the installation of same, and the assessment of the use of the Website and
the activity of same.
Own cookies
Technical and personalisation cookies:
These Cookies facilitate the user's access to and browsing of the Website each time they visit and
the use of different options and services that exist therein such as, for example, controlling data traffic
and communication or accessing restricted access sections.
Third-Party Cookies
Analytics cookies:
Through the website, RESTALIA uses Google Anlaytics, services provided by Google, Inc. an entity
with its head office located at 1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, Mountain View (California), CA 94043,
United States (hereinafter, "Google”).
These services use cookies for the purpose of analysing the use users make of the Website. The
information the Cookie generates (including the IP address) shall be directly transmitted and

archived by the service providers. Goggle shall use the information on behalf of RESTALIA for the
purpose of tracking their use of the Website, compiling reports on the activity of same and providing
other services related to the activity of the Website and use of the Internet.
If the user wishes to obtain more information in relation to this they may visit the following link:
GOOGLE
ANALITYCS:
https://developers.google.com/analytics/devguides/collection/analyticsjs/cookie-usage
Advertising cookies:
These are those cookies that allow for the most efficient management possible of any advertising
spaces the editor has included on the website, application or platform from which the requested
service is provided based on criteria such as published content or the frequency at which ads are
displayed.
Through the website, RESTALIA uses DoubleClick cookies. If the user wishes to obtain more information
in relation to this they may visit the following link: https://www.google.com/dfa/trafficking/?hl=es
User's configuration to block Cookies
In accordance with the legal regulation in force, RESTALIA provides users with information allowing
them to configure their browser/s to maintain their privacy and security settings in relation to Cookies.
RESTALIA therefore provides the user with information and links to the official websites of the most
popular browsers so they can decide whether they wish to use Cookies or not.
Thus the user may block Cookies through the browser's configuration tools or can configure their
browser so that they receive an alert when a server wants to save a Cookie:


If you use Microsoft Internet Explorer, you will find the option under the menu Tools >
Internet Options > Privacy > Configuration. To find out more visit
http://windows.microsoft.com/es-es/windows-vista/block-or-allow-Cookies
and
http://windows.microsoft.com/es-es/windows7/how-to-manage-Cookies-in-internetexplorer-9.



If you use Firefox, you will find the option under the menu Tools > Options > Privacy >
Cookies. To find out more visit http://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/habilitar-y-deshabilitarCookies-que-los-sitios-we.



If you use Chrome, the section is Settings > Advanced Settings > Privacy. To find out
more visit https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/61416?hl=es



If you use Opera in the Security and Privacy settings, you can configure the browser. To
find out more visit http://help.opera.com/Windows/11.50/es-ES/cookies.html



If you use Firefox, you will find the option under the menu Tools > Options > Privacy >
Cookies. More information at: http://support.apple.com/kb/HT1677?viewlocale=es_ES

In the event that the user decides to deactivate all Cookies, the quality and speed of the service
may be reduced and they may even lose access to certain services or sections offered on the
Website.

You can find more information on Cookies at www.allaboutcookies.org

If you have any doubts about this
protecciondedatos@gruporestalia.com.
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